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Abstract— Epoxy resin and mica sheets consist the essential
insulation of rotating machine stator bars. Such an insulation,
although very resistant to partial discharges, is subjected to
considerable electrical stresses and consequently electrical trees
may ensue. In this paper, an effort is made to simulate electrical
tree propagation in multiple epoxy resin/mica sheets with the aid
of Cellular Automata (CA). An attempt to compare the
simulation results with experimental results is also made.

Previous research indicated that the mica sheets elongate the
treeing path and at the same time delays the time to total
collapse [5]. In the context of the present paper, simulations of
the growth of electrical trees are attempted in an epoxy
resin/mica system with multiple mica sheets. A discussion
follows as to whether such a system can withstand eventual
breakdown.
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II. THE BARRIER EFFECT IN THE CASE OF ROTATING MACHINE

I.

INTRODUCTION

Electrical trees constitute a network of channels full of
either solid, gaseous or even liquid byproducts. Electrical trees
emanate either from sharp electrodes or from enclosed cavities
or from other enclosed foreign particles in the insulation. They
seem to come from partial discharge (PD) activity and/or local
breakdowns of the insulating material. Electrical trees can be of
branch-type or of bush-type. Propagation of electrical trees has
as a consequence the total breakdown of the insulation.
Electrical tress are due mainly to electric field intensifications
[1,2], but they depend also on the experimental (or service)
conditions, i.e., among others, on the insulating material itself,
the level of the applied voltage, the type of the applied voltage,
the frequency, the inclusion of foreign particles, the humidity
and the temperature [3]. For the creation of electrical trees, first
of all there must be an injection of charges from the electrodes
and/or from a foreign particle or cavity, then a propagation of
small channels of diameter smaller than 10 μm in the
insulation. The final stage is when the initial channels touch the
opposite electrode and the channels acquire a larger diameter
because of the PD inside them. During the final stage, the
channels seem to be pipe-shaped channels. When the diameter
of such channels acquires a critical value, the final breakdown
ensues. Such channels are characterized from diameter values
between 10 μm and 150 μm [4].
Rotating machines’ insulation consists of sheets of mica in
epoxy resin. It is a good insulating system, resistant to PD.
www.etasr.com
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The elongation of electrical tree paths and the deceleration
of electrical tree growth have recently been experimentally
studied. The mica sheet acts as a barrier and hinders the
electrical tree growth. The longer the mica sheet, the more the
time to breakdown. It was shown that electrical trees cannot
penetrate the mica barriers and try to go around them,
increasing thus the time to ultimate failure [6]. The mica sheets
are influenced, among other factors, from mechanical stress
and the space charges [7]. The number of mica sheets plays
also a significant role in hindering the propagation of electrical
trees in a composite insulation. Electrical trees usually develop
across the interfacial region between mica and epoxy resin or in
overlapped areas [8]. The speed at which an electrical tree
propagates across an interfacial region is defined from the
chemical bonding between the mica sheets and epoxy resin.
The mica sheet insertion affects the mechanical properties of
the composite material. A decrease in tensile strength, modulus
of elasticity and fracture roughness as a result of plasticization
is mirrored in the decreased resistance of the material to
electrical treeing growth [9]. The time to inception of electrical
treeing is smaller in insulating systems which have internal
mechanical stresses than in systems which are mechanical
stress-free. Important is the role of the bonding between mica
sheet and epoxy resin [10]. The interfacial region between mica
barrier and epoxy resin is affected by the temperature.
Electrical trees seem to acquire more pointed characteristics
when the temperature rises, whereas they tend to be more
spread out in lower temperatures. Humidity plays also a role by
affecting the internal mechanical stresses [11].
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In an ideal situation the mica sheets should be smooth but
in practical conditions mica sheets may be deformed and,
consequently, non-uniform electric field distributions may
result. This in turn may give rise to partial discharges and the
creation of electrical trees [12].
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geometry construction, the boundary conditions between the
interfaces of the materials are defined. The PDE creates a mesh
of nodes in the region of interest, according to the Finite
Element Method (FEM). The potential distribution is
calculated with the aid of Laplace’s equation:
2V = 0

III. SIMULATION MODELS OF ELECTRICAL TREES
Various models on the simulation of electrical trees have
been proposed, such as the NPW model, based on the addition
of a new branch or a new bond in the “lattice” according to a
probabilistic approach [13, 14]. In another effort, it was
considered that the local value of the damage/unit length had to
be greater than a critical value Wc. and the electric field value
near the damaged area had to be greater than the critical
dielectric strength of the material [15, 16]. In cases, where
treeing is studied with the presence of a barrier, the
phenomenon propagates through the weaker medium and not
through the barriers. Further, in another approach employing a
non-uniform electrode arrangement, it was shown that treeing
depends on the electric field intensity as well as on the
presence of space charges [17].
IV. CELLULAR AUTOMATA SIMULATION METHOD
Cellular Automata (CA) are used in the present paper for
the simulation of the electrical tree propagation. In this model,
the algorithm takes into account the variation of the dielectric
constant of epoxy resin. The simulation of electrical tree
propagation using Cellular Automata as a simulation method,
has already been presented elsewhere [18, 19]. In the present
paper a combination of two insulating materials is used (epoxy
resin and mica sheet).
The simulation method based on CA takes into account the
fluctuations of permittivity, the local dielectric strength of the
materials and the boundary conditions according to the
electromagnetic theory at the interfaces between:


epoxy resin and mica sheet



epoxy resin and electrodes

The simulation successfully reproduces electrical tree
propagation with a point–plane electrode arrangement.
Moreover, it simulates conditions where homo and heterocharges are present [20, 21]. It also successfully reproduces
tree formation in the presence of voids, conducting and nonconducting inclusions [22, 23]. Time and space, according to
CA, are discrete physical quantities and any physical system
can be divided into a number of cells. Every cell is defined by a
number of parameters defining the internal state of the cell. A
common rule for all cells is applied, determining the evolution
of the phenomenon [24, 25]. The point that differentiates this
geometry is applied to an epoxy resin sample and the electrical
tree propagation is shown in two cases.
In this paper, the electric field calculation is obtained with
the aid of the Partial Differential Equation Toolbox (PDE) of
MATLAB. In the Graphical User Interface (GUI) of PDE, the
suitable geometry for the electrical tree growth is chosen. The
point electrode and the opposite plane electrode are placed
between epoxy resin and more mica barriers. After the
www.etasr.com
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(1)

According to CA, the insulating system is divided in a
number of cells. In this paper, 60x60 and 100x100 cells are
chosen to simulate the electrical tree propagation. The
electrical field is calculated with the aid of:
E = - V/ x

(2)

The above equation, for the purposes of this simulation, is
modified to:
E  g VA - VB/ x

(3)

The dielectric inhomogeneity factor g takes values between
0.9 and 1.1. This factor is dimensionless and is created
randomly corresponding to each cell through the appropriate
matrix (60x60, 100x100). The above mentioned factor absorbs
the fluctuations of the dielectric environment surrounding each
cell, creating a variation in the electrical field strength
calculated with the aid of Cellular Automata. This factor
contributes to the notion of the internal state of the cell since it
is used in the calculations of the electrical field for every cell
separately [26].
The cells belonging to the physical insulating system are
divided into five categories:


the cells belonging to the point electrode



the cells belonging to the plane electrode



the cells belonging to the electrical tree



the cells belonging to the main insulating material (epoxy
resin)



the cells belonging to the second insulating material (mica
sheets–mica volume).
V. THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS

The electric field is calculated with the aid of (3), for
every cell separately, towards all directions. The algorithm
compares each value with the local dielectric strength of the
insulating material. This happens according to the CA rule for
the evolution of the physical system. It is assumed that
interactions are local. If the calculated electric field is larger
than the local dielectric strength, then the algorithm converts
the cell belonging to the insulating material into a cell of the
treeing structure. When the algorithm checks each cell, a new
geometry emerges with the addition of the new treeing cells.
The boundary conditions are defined again and the process is
repeated until the electrical tree finalizes its path. Our initial
assumption is that the field value at the tip of the upper needle
electrode is almost equal to the dielectric strength of the
insulating material. This helps the creation of the treeing
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structure from the needle electrode and the further study of the
propagation of the tree.
The tree may finalize its path on the following cases: a) if
the tree reaches the opposite electrode, b) if the calculated
electric field is smaller than the local dielectric strength of the
insulating material.
For the tree propagation study in a system of parallel
sheets of mica and of epoxy resin, the system was simulated
with the aid of MATLAB. An electrode system of needle-plane
was used and a positive voltage was applied to the needle upper
electrode. The plane electrode was at zero voltage. The whole
procedure followed the steps:


creation of the electrode arrangement via the Partial
Differential Equation TOOLBOX (PDE Toolbox)



application of the potential values at the interfaces of the
two materials as well as at the boundaries



creation of the necessary tables, one for the random
fluctuation due to the dielectric environment, the other for
the processing of the potential values



calculation of the electric field with the aid of Laplace’s
equation,



finding the places which are probable sources of treeing,



creation of a code with which each tree cell is controlled
w.r.t. its five neighboring cells (this is obtained with a
comparison of the electric field of each cell with the
dielectric strength. If its value is larger than the dielectric
strength, then the cell is already a cell of the tree) and



repetition of the whole procedure, i.e. the cells which came
about from the above procedure are part of the treeing
structure and the whole process is repeated in order to find
new cells (it goes without saying that the values of the
electric field are calculated again because of the changed
new structure, which resulted from the propagation of the
tree).

The samples were constructed symmetrically (nxn) and the
needle was put in the middle of the upper surface and in contact
with the epoxy resin. The rest of the space between the needle
and the earthed plane electrode was divided into sheets of
epoxy resin and mica, so that all sheets to have the same
thickness. The dielectric constants of epoxy resin were taken to
be 4 and of mica 6. It is assumed that there are no space
charges distributed inside the solid insulating material so the
space charge density is equal to zero (ρ=0) and therefore
Laplace’s equation is solved for the potential distribution. The
applied potential at the upper electrode is 28000 Volts and 0
Volts at the opposite plane electrode.
It should be noted that for the calculation of the electric
field between the two electrodes, the Finite Element Method
(FEM) was used. As far as the boundaries of the sample and
the air, the boundary conditions of von Neumann were applied:
E grad (V) + q V = g
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where V is the potential (Volt), g is the surface charge and q is
a parameter defined on the interface. It was taken that q = 0 and
g = 0, in order to avoid the generalized form of von Neumann’s
conditions.
For the interfaces between epoxy resin and mica, Dirichlet
conditions were assumed, i.e.:
h=Vr

(5)

where r is the value of potential at the tip of the needle
electrode. For the simulations presented, mixed boundary
conditions of both types (Neumanns’ and Dirichlets’) are
applied to the interfaces. The consecutive layers of epoxy resin
and mica affect the potential distribution and therefore the
resultant electric field inside the component dielectric. The
potential values and the surface values applied to each interface
between the materials are defined with the aid of the dielectric
constants of mica and epoxy resin. The aforementioned values
are also affected by the distance between the tip of the needle
and the opposite plane electrode.
The electrical tree propagation is a dynamical phenomenon
where the potential at the tip of the tree is considered to be
equal to the needle electrode potential so, as a consequence, no
voltage drop appears along the electrical tree path. During the
tree propagation, the graphical geometry alters so new values
for boundary conditions of both types (potential values and
surface charge values) are applied to the interfaces between the
materials consisting the insulating system.
Electric fields develop in all regions of the composite
insulating system. Beginning from the plane electrode, the first
electric field appears in epoxy resin between the plane earthed
electrode and the first interface between the epoxy resin and the
mica sheet. The second electric field appears inside the first
mica sheet. Inside the consecutive layers of mica and epoxy
resin appear the respective electric fields which are
homogeneous inside each layer due to the parallel interfaces
between mica and epoxy resin.
The following equation determines the potential
distribution across the first interface between epoxy resin and
mica:
V (r) = C1 lnr + C2

(6)

where r is the distance between the cell and the grounded
opposite plane electrode and:
V (r) = C3 lnr + C4

(7)

defines the potential distribution across the second interface of
mica and epoxy resin. The methodology that is followed for the
definition of the potential at the interfaces between the
consecutive layers of mica and epoxy resin is in agreement
with the electromagnetic theory analysis where in two–
dimensional geometries, such as it is studied in the present
paper, the variable r which is the one-dimensional distance
from the plane electrode is the appropriate variable for
potential distribution and description because the resultant
electric fields inside the layers are homogeneous. In such cases
a one-dimensional variable (distance r) defines uniquely the
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equipotential lines which are parallel to the interfaces without
any need for a second variable.
Considering d1 the distance between the plane electrode and
the first interface, d2 the distance between the plane electrode
and the second interface and following with the same analysis,
di the distance between the plane electrode and the i-th
interface, there is a need, according to the electromagnetic
theory, that (6) and (7) must be satisfied at the common
surfaces (interfaces). For the first interface from the plane
electrode the variable r=d1:
C1 ln(d1) + C2 = C3 ln(d1) + C4
to:

(9)

where ε2=4 (epoxy resin) and ε1=6 (mica). The same
procedure is followed for all interfaces and it is evident that it
can be implemented also for the i-th interface between epoxy
resin and mica sheet with a distance di from the plane
electrode:
C1 ln(di) + C2 = C3 ln(di) + C4
to:

(10)

The continuity of the vertical vectors of electric field results
[C1 ln(di)]/[ C3 ln(di)]=ε2 /ε1
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There are two mica sheets inside the main insulating material
which is considered to be epoxy resin. It is obvious that there
are five electric fields, i.e.


an electric field between the tip of the needle electrode and
the first mica sheet



another one between the earthed plane electrode and the
last mica sheet



another one between the mica sheets and



two electric fields inside the mica sheets.

(8)

The continuity of the vertical vectors of electric field results
[C1 ln(d1)]/[ C3 ln(d1)]=ε2 /ε1
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(11)

VI.

SIMULATION RESULTS

Simulation of a cell arrangement of 100x100 cells implies
that the dimensions of each cell are 1x1 mm and the
dimensions of the sample are 100x100 mm. Three different
voltages were applied at the point electrode, namely 35 kV, 28
kV and 27 kV. The critical strength was taken to be 26 kV/mm
for epoxy resin and 35 kV/mm for the mica sheets (in all
simulations the aforementioned dielectric strengths for epoxy
resin and mica were kept the same for the sake of comparison).
With 27 kV, treeing has a bushy form and its propagation
is quasi-symmetric (Figure 2), whereas with 28 kV treeing
takes the form of a more pointed type (Figure 3). It seems that
in this case, the branches develop independently from each
other. In Figure 4, a voltage of 40 kV is applied. In
contradistinction to the two previous cases, a voltage of 40 kV
creates trees that penetrate the first mica sheet.

Figure 1 shows the distribution of the equipotential lines
from the upper needle electrode down to the plane electrode.

Fig. 1.

www.etasr.com

Potential lines distribution in a composite insulating system consisting from 60x60 cells
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Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.
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Fig. 5.

Tree propagation for an applied voltage of 27 kV and dielectric
strength of mica 35 kV/mm (three mica sheets).

Fig. 6.

Tree propagation for an applied voltage of 28 kV and dielectric
strength of mica 35 kV/mm (three mica sheets).

Fig. 7.

Tree propagation for an applied voltage of 36 kV and dielectric
strength of epoxy resin 26 kV/mm (five mica sheets).

Tree propagation for an applied voltage of 27 kV and a dielectric
strength of 26 kV/mm (six mica sheets).

Tree propagation for an applied voltage of 28 kV and dielectric
strength of 26 kV/mm (five mica sheets).

Tree propagation for an applied voltage of 35 kV and a dielectric
strength of 26 kV/mm (five mica sheets).

www.etasr.com

In a cell arrangement of 60x60 cells, the mica sheets as
well as the epoxy resin have the same thicknesses as in the case
of 100x100 cells. For voltages of 27 kV and 28 kV, the tree can
only slightly penetrate the first mica sheet (Figures 5 and 6),
whereas with voltages of 36 kV and 37 kV (Figures 7 and 8),
there is a significant penetration of the sheets down to the
earthed electrode. The dielectric strength of epoxy resin was
taken to be 26 kV/mm and for the mica sheets 35 kV/mm.
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It was noticed that with a higher applied voltage (28 kV),
the tree presents a more pointed form. In other cases, with even
higher applied voltages (37 kV and 38 kV), the treeing form
starts as bushy to continue as more pointed. Generally, the
higher the applied voltage the more dense is the type of the
tree.

Fig. 8.

Tree propagation for an applied voltage of 37 kV and dielectric
strength of epoxy resin 26 kV/mm (five mica sheets).

It seems that mica sheets act as barriers to the tree
propagation, hindering thus the ultimate failure of the whole
system. The calculation of the electric field at each step and
every point of the insulating system was accurate since with the
aid of the PDE Toolbox the Laplace’s equation is solved and
the potential distribution is computed. Particular attention
should be paid to the factor g, which incorporates parameters
such as the different dielectric environment and the existence
of microcavities. Generally speaking, the mica sheets hinder
tree propagation and only when the electric field is too large,
penetration occurs through the entire insulting system.
Comparison of the present simulation results with
experimental data indicates that our method can simulate the
reality of breakdown in complex machine insulating systems.
Experimental data have shown that treeing creates conducting
paths, which in turn may be transformed into breakdown
channels leading to total breakdown [27].
It seems from the above that the penetration of mica sheets
depends on the local variation of the dielectric constant, on the
applied voltage at the tip of the upper electrode and on the local
breakdown strength of the insulating system.
VII. DISCUSSION
It is evident from the results that variations of the electric
field produced by the factor g, influences the electrical tree
propagation. Such local variations of g contribute into the
propagation of electrical trees [26].
In all simulations the mica sheet is considered to have a
comparable thickness w.r.t. the sheets of epoxy resin. For the
arrangement of 60x60 cells the sheets have the same thickness.
For applied voltage of 27 kV and 28 kV, the treeing
propagation cannot continue inside the mica sheets. On the
contrary with 36 kV, the tree breaks down some mica sheets
without penetrating through all of them. Only with 37 kV there
is a total breakdown of the whole insulating system. It is to be
noted that in the first mica sheet, treeing is somehow of bushtype whereas –as the penetration continues– treeing has
somehow a more pointed form. This can be explained by the
fact that the dielectric constant and the dielectric strength of the
mica sheets have higher values than those of the surrounding
epoxy resin.
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The above are in agreement with [10]. The applied voltage
influences the shape and form of the tree in the material, as
shown before [28]. Although the sequence of events is not as
simple as described in the present paper, we believe that the
described above simulation method gives a reasonable insight
as to the workings of machine insulation degradation. What
was described before, it is not in disagreement with
experimental data such as those presented in [29], where partial
discharge activity and delamination are intimately linked and
organic components (such as epoxy resin) degrade.
The present work also somehow completes work done
before [5], where it was also shown that mica sheets act as
barriers hindering the propagation of electrical trees. In that
case, however, only a limited number of mica sheets were used,
whereas in the present paper a more or less full system of
epoxy resin/mica sheets was investigated. In both papers the
general conclusion is that mica sheets hinder the trees and the
eventual breakdown.
A last remark should be made: in all above simulations the
dielectric strength was taken to be higher than that of the epoxy
resin but much lower than the mica dielectric strength
mentioned in textbooks [30]. We think that this assumption is
thoroughly justified since values of 700 kV/mm (for phlogopite
mica) and of 1000 kV/mm for muscovite mica (as mentioned in
[30]) are obtained with small samples in laboratory conditions
but are not realizable in actual industrial service conditions.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, electrical treeing simulations were obtained
under various voltages in a multi-mica sheet system surrounded
by epoxy resin. The simulations were performed with a nonuniform electrode arrangement. Trees appear and propagate
and depending on the applied voltage, they reach the opposite
electrode. The present simulations indicate that mica sheets act
as barriers to the propagation of electrical trees. The present
paper confirms previous simulation results and is in accordance
with experimental data.
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